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Fig. 1. Feedforward at the widget level to provide an answer to the what if question “What will happen if I click this checkbox?”.

Feedback is commonly used to explain what happened in an interface. What if questions, on the other hand, remain mostly unanswered. In this paper, we present the concept of enhanced widgets capable of visualizing their future state, which helps users to understand what will happen without committing to an action. We describe two approaches to extend GUI toolkits to support widget-level feedforward, and illustrate the usefulness of widget-level feedforward in a standardized interface to control the weather radar in commercial aircraft. In our evaluation, we found that users require less clicks to achieve tasks and are more confident about their actions when feedforward information was available. These findings suggest that widget-level feedforward is highly suitable in applications the user is unfamiliar with, or when high confidence is desirable.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Considering their ever-growing variety and complexity, applications can be hard for users to understand. Complexity, however, should not be avoided, but rather tamed with well-designed user interfaces [42]. One key aspect of UI design is feedback, as it informs the user about the outcome of an action after it has been completed [55]. Feedback essentially provides an answer to what happened questions and has been identified as a critical step to cross the Gulf of Evaluation in Norman’s Stages of Action model [43]. Feedback is widely supported by GUI toolkits, since they provide means to display both inherent feedback (e.g. the new application state that results from an user action, such as a window disappearing from the screen when closing it), and explicit feedback (e.g. error messages, such as “Username already exists” or “Invalid password”).

Providing answers to what if questions is less prevalent. Undo, redo and history mechanisms can be used to explore what the result of an action will be [41], but such strategies are cumbersome and time consuming [23]. A more convenient approach is the use of feedforward, which shows what the result of an action will be before that action is performed [18]. Feedforward helps to cross Norman’s Gulf of Execution [55] and enables the user to explore, understand and directly assess alternatives [27], which results in improved confidence and awareness. This is particularly useful for novices, since they can be characterized by little planning and relying on the order in which actions come to mind [23, 48].

Despite the clear benefits, feedforward is usually limited to cognitive affordances such as labels and tooltips. In some cases, custom feedforward is provided such as previewing markup options for rich-text in Microsoft Office applications, or direct manipulation tasks such as drag and drop. Rich, informative feedforward, however, is not nearly as established as feedback and support for it is largely absent in GUI toolkits.

In this paper, we present an approach to provide rich widget-level feedforward about the future state of widgets. Figure 1 shows a small example of this kind of widget-level feedforward: when the user hovers the checkbox, the button visualizes its future state in terms of availability (the button will become enabled when the user clicks), while the checkbox visualizes its future state in terms of value (the checkbox will become selected when the user clicks). With this information, the user knows that to enable the ‘Confirm registration’ button, the ‘I agree to the terms’ box needs to be checked first. Thus, widget-level feedforward provide an answer to what if questions like “What will happen if I click this checkbox?”, by presenting what the result of the user action will be before that action is performed. In this paper, we put forward the following contributions:

(1) the concept of enhanced GUI widgets capable of visualizing their future state;
(2) a set of exemplary widgets, called ‘Fortunettes’, capable of visualizing their future state;
(3) a description of two complimentary approaches to provide toolkit-level support for such feedforward;
(4) examples that illustrate the usefulness of Fortunettes in applications with varying levels of complexity;
(5) a comparative evaluation between Fortunettes and identical widgets without a feedforward layer.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we highlight the importance of intelligibility, describe earlier research regarding relevant mechanisms such as feedback and feedforward, and provide an overview of approaches to generate feedforward.
2.1 Intelligibility, Feedback and Feedforward

Having a limited understanding of an application’s behavior can be frustrating [6, 28], and causes users to lose trust [3, 36]. Making matters worse, previous work points out that users are reluctant to devote time exclusively to learn and understand an application, and prefer to learn on-the-fly instead [13, 14]. Intelligibility and scrutability, however, can improve the understanding of an application by providing in-situ explanations [1, 5, 11, 31]. Lim et al. describe different types of explanations, including why, what, and what if explanations [30]. They also put forward a set of guidelines for explanations, such as providing explanations automatically and supporting combinations of explanations [30, 45]. Most applications already provide some kind of feedback to explain what the result of an action is after that action has been completed. In cases where users fail to notice, feedback mechanisms such as Phosphor [10] can be used to add afterglow effects on top of UI widgets to provide feedback that fades over time.

What if explanations are less common, with users mainly using undo, redo and history mechanisms to explore what the result of an action will be [41]. If users find results unexpected, insufficient or wrong, they simply revert to the previous state. This strategy is usually cumbersome and time consuming. Providing feedforward to inform the user about the result of an action before the action becomes final [18, 51] can drastically decrease the need for such strategies, and at the same time support in-situ learning by answering what if questions [30]. The design space of feedforward resembles the design space of feedback [17], and the information they present can be very similar.

2.2 How to Provide Feedforward

Although equally important as feedback, feedforward is rarely explicitly supported by UI toolkits [55]. As a result, feedforward is usually either very basic, limited to certain WYSIWYG elements or special purpose. Basic feedforward is already present in interfaces in the form of labels and icons, such as “open in new tab” [27]. However, they convey a limited amount of information and ignore the dynamic needs of the user. Hence, more informative and interactive feedforward is desirable [27]. Simple hover effects and tooltips are often used for this purpose. More comprehensive examples include Balloon help [20], ToolClips [24], and Stencils [25], which greatly increase the amount of information that can be conveyed.

Several graphical interfaces already include custom designed feedforward. In the Microsoft Office package, for example, some of the markup changes can be previewed through hovering a markup option without activating it. Side Views [53] are enhanced tooltips that move beyond previewing a single future state by visualizing multiple future states at the same time. Side Views provide previews for one action or multiple actions chained together, and when hovering over a set of parameters shows what effect the parameter will have on the resulting state. However, Side Views do not scale well when feedforward is needed about multiple objects that might be affected by an action.

Some applications embed special-purpose feedforward tailored to their specific use cases. In gestural interfaces, for example, the gestures are often hard to discover and learn. To accommodate in-situ learning, OctoPocus [9] and Gestu-Wan [49] dynamically visualize the possible paths a user can follow to complete specific gestures. Similarly, TouchGhosts [54] facilitate discovering and learning multi-touch interactions by visualization not only the necessary actions, but also the effects of those actions on the current system state.

Complementary to the above-mentioned forms of feedforward, there is great potential for adding feedforward about the future state at the level of GUI widgets, since these widgets are the primary channel for communicating the application logic.
2.3 Generating Feedforward

To provide feedforward that is representative of an action’s actual outcome, a model of the application logic is required. A large body of literature on model-based design already exists, including notations such as task models [33, 34], finite state machines [56], Petri nets [8], interface description languages [32], and user manual markup languages [37]. For ad-hoc implementations, a formal behavioral model can be reconstructed using external tools that observe and analyze the interface behavior [12, 26, 52]. Not only are there many ways to model application logic, but also many paradigms to implement this logic, which is infamously difficult [38]. The most common approach is the event-callback system, which is widely adopted by toolkits. Unfortunately, this tends to produce error-prone spaghetti code, because the implementation is spread across many locations [35, 40].

With many ways to model and implement application logic, it can be challenging to integrate and align the model and implementation with one another. Interaction designers and programmers often think in terms of states [29, 39, 50] instead of modules. With ConstraintJS [46] and InterState [47], Oney et al. provide tools to model application logic in terms of states, and UI events are mapped onto transitions between those states. SwingStates add support for Finite State Machines (FSMs) to the widely used Java Swing Toolkit [4]. All existing approaches use the single state principle, requiring an application to be in exactly one state at any point in time [53].

3 THE CONCEPT OF WIDGET-LEVEL FEEDFORWARD

In this section, we illustrate the concept of widgets that are capable of presenting their future state as feedforward, and we present the interaction pattern that is required to use them.

3.1 Proof of Concept Widget-level Feedforward Visualization

To provide answers to what if questions about an action that is under consideration, widgets need to be able to present their future state in addition to their current state. We considered a number of designs, such as copying the entire widget or integrating the cues inside the widget. As a proof of concept, we decided to condense the feedforward information into a feedforward layer stacked behind the widget itself, although other ways of integrating and visualizing feedforward are definitely possible.

Figure 2 presents the anatomy of our proof of concept visualization. The border of the feedforward layer expresses future availability (Figure 2a): a dashed gray line indicates that the widget will become disabled in the future, while a full black line indicates the widget will become enabled. The inside region of the feedforward layer presents the future value (Figure 2b). For a checkbox or radio button, for instance, a white background indicates that it will not be selected in the future, whereas a darker background indicates that it will be selected. This kind of feedforward about selections is particularly useful for listboxes, as they typically support multiple selection through modifier keys (e.g. ‘CTRL’ or ‘SHIFT’). The feedforward changes dynamically when a modifier key is pressed, thereby clarifying the effect it will have on the future selection. The future selection can be shown in the feedforward layer for all options in the listbox, including options that are currently outside the viewport controlled by the scrollbar.

The proof of concept visualization is not without limitations. It only conveys information about future availability and value, and feedforward can only be perceived when the corresponding widget itself is visible. These limitations can be addressed by more elaborate or alternative visualizations, which are beyond the focus of this paper.
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3.2 Interacting with Widget-level Feedforward

When users perform an action in a GUI without feedforward, such as clicking on a widget, the interface simply transitions from the current state to the future state (Figure 3a). The new state is only presented to the users after the action has been performed. When including feedforward in the GUI, the feedforward information does not need to be presented permanently, but should be triggered by the user on a by-need basis [17], when users show an intention to interact with a part of the GUI. To facilitate such widget-level feedforward, a mediation process is needed that between intention to perform an action (i.e. action samples) and confirming that action (i.e. final actions) [51]. In our approach, this process requires an intermediary feedforward phase, as well as three intermediary events (Figure 3b): (1) start showing feedforward when the user is considering to perform an action, (2) stop showing feedforward when the user is not longer considering that action, or (3) confirm and actually execute the considered action.

Fig. 3. (a) A traditional interaction model in which the next state is triggered immediately. (b) Widget-level feedforward presents a glimpse of the future without committing to an action, by inserting an intermediary feedforward phase and three intermediary events that detect the intention to interact.
When and how widget-level feedforward should be triggered is an important decision, since these triggers need to be transient and reversible [51]. Detecting when a user starts to consider an action can be achieved in various ways: hovering over a widget with the mouse cursor, a long press on a touch screen, or gazing at a widget when eye tracking is available, for example. Detecting when a user is no longer considering an action can be achieved in the opposite manner: when the mouse cursor leaves the widget, when the widget loses focus, or when the user is no longer gazing at the widget.

Widget-level feedforward is not limited to the widget that is acted upon by the user, but covers all widgets that are affected by that action (e.g. in the example of Figure 1, both the checkbox and the button provide feedforward). To reduce ‘noise’ and make changes detectable at a glance, only affected widgets are enhanced with a feedforward layer. The absence of a feedforward layer thus communicates that the state of a particular widget will not change. This behavior can be customized, for instance only showing feedforward for actions that are less likely to be understood by a user, or using a separate trigger to activate feedforward (e.g. long hover or holding ‘CTRL’ on the keyboard).

4 PROVIDING TOOLKIT SUPPORT FOR FEEDFORWARD

To support widget-level feedforward for an action, three intermediary events need to be handled, as described in Section 3.2: start showing feedforward, stop showing feedforward, and confirming the action. In this section, we describe two approaches to extend GUI toolkits to support these events: automated toolkit-driven feedforward and implementing feedforward manually using the toolkit. We demonstrate both approaches using the example presented in Figure 4: when the user is logged in, a message can be written in the textbox or the user can log out. If the textbox is not empty, the message can be sent. Sending the message clears the textbox. Figure 4b presents the dialog model [22] of this example, including preconditions between square brackets, similar to the semantics of Augmented Transition Networks [56].

![Fig. 4. In this example without feedforward, typing something in the textbox will immediately enable the “Send and reset” button.](image-url)
4.1 Toolkit-driven Feedforward

Feedforward for an action can only be presented to the user if the outcome of that action is known beforehand. The implementation of this dialog is usually already encapsulated in event handlers, which are typically used by GUI toolkits to map user commands to system actions. These event handlers might invoke more formal models, such as Petri nets [7] or Finite State Machines [44]. In our toolkit-driven approach, we reuse existing event handlers to deduce the outcome of an action. To this end, the event that is used as a trigger to start feedforward (e.g. hovering the ‘Send and reset’ button) can also be used as an alias for performing the action that is under consideration (e.g. clicking the ‘Send and reset’ button). In other words, to deduce what feedforward to show when hovering the ‘Send and reset’ button, the event handler that handles a click on the ‘Send and reset’ button is called to determine the future state.

To achieve this, both events are sent to the toolkit, along with the desired mode (‘feedforward’ or ‘execute’), as depicted in Figure 5. The toolkit routes both types of events to the same event handler in the application, which returns the future state of each affected widget to the toolkit. This is an important prerequisite for our approach: the event handlers need to return those future states, instead of actually modifying the widgets themselves. Next, depending on the mode, the toolkit either presents that state as feedforward (e.g. the textbox will become empty) or sets it as the new state (e.g. the textbox is emptied) by modifying the corresponding properties of the widgets.

![diagram](image)

Fig. 5. When event handlers are used for both handling actions and providing feedforward about those actions, the toolkit decides whether their outcome is set as the new state or shown as feedforward.

Figure 6a presents a screenshot of the interface of our example when the application is in the ‘Message Edited’ state. When hovering the ‘Send and Reset’ button, the toolkit predicts a transition to the ‘Logged In’ state, and therefore provides feedforward about the textbox becoming empty and the ‘Send and Reset’ button becoming disabled. Figure 6b shows how the dialog model is extended by the toolkit to support feedforward. The original states (solid black circles) are no longer connected through events directly, but through intermediary feedforward phases and events (dashed green circles and arrows).
4.2 Specifying Feedforward Manually

Toolkit-driven feedforward avoids that developers have to implement all feedforward manually and ensures that feedforward is representative for the actual outcome of an action. It cannot be used, however, when feedforward is undesirable or when custom feedforward is required. In addition, toolkit-driven feedforward is unsuitable for event handlers that invoke irreversible behavior. In such cases, custom feedforward handlers such as `startFeedforwardWidgetClicked()`, `stopFeedforwardWidgetClicked()`, and `confirmWidgetClicked()` can be specified to emulate the behavior of their event handler counterparts or to provide custom feedforward.

![Diagram](image_url)
An example of irreversible behavior can be found in Figure 6: hovering ‘Send and reset’ would actually send the message to its destination, because the event handler that handles a click on that button is used to determine the future state for the purpose of feedforward. To avoid this, the developer can provide a custom feedforward handler that emulates the existing event handler, without actually sending the message. These custom feedforward handlers override the toolkit-driven feedforward and are shown in orange in Figure 8 and Figure 9. In contrast to our example, which is focused on the UI behavior, real-world examples are likely to have more irreversible event handlers, and will thus require developers to specify more feedforward handlers based on existing code.

Fig. 8. Automated toolkit-driven feedforward (green dashed states and transitions) can be overridden by the developer by implementing custom feedforward handlers (orange dashed transition).

```java
1  class LoginController extends Controller {
2     initState(newWindowState) { … } 
3  
4     loginButtonClicked(event, newWindowState) { … }
5     logoutButtonClicked(event, newWindowState) { … }
6     messageValueChanged (event, newWindowState) { … }
7  
8     sendButtonClicked (event, newWindowState) {
9         this.sendMessage(value); // Actually send the message
10         newWindowState.getWidgetState("message").value = "";
11         newWindowState.getWidgetState("send_and_reset").enabled = false;
12     }
13 
14     previewSendButtonClicked (event, newWindowState) {
15         newWindowState.getWidgetState("message").futureValue = "";
16         newWindowState.getWidgetState("send_and_reset").enabled = false;
17     }
18 }
```

Fig. 9. An overview of all event and preview handlers to implement the login example. Green event handlers are existing event handlers that can be reused for feedforward. The developer only needs to implement the orange feedforward handler, because the black event handler irreversibly calls sendMessage() and can therefore not be reused by the toolkit.
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4.3 Proof of Concept Implementations

We implemented both aforementioned approaches to extend two different types of GUI toolkits: the Java Swing library, and HTML + JavaScript. Figure 10 depicts a button in various states in both toolkits. The extended version of Java Swing was used to develop the example of the weather radar (Section 5), while the web toolkit was used for various examples of our online evaluation (Section 6).

Both toolkits use the Decorator design pattern [21] to add feedforward rendering capabilities to the widgets. The basic idea is to decorate the original widget with an additional feedforward layer within a single container, as shown in Figure 10. Similar to accessors to modify the state, such as setEnabled(boolean x) and setValue(String s), we added accessors such as setFeedforwardEnabled(boolean x) and setFeedforwardValue(String s) to modify the state of the feedforward layer, which can be used by both the toolkit (as described in Section 4.1) and the developer (as described in Section 4.2). This approach is reflected in the domain model in Figure 11, as the WidgetView needs to be able to visualize the combination of exactly two instances of WidgetState: the instance that represents the current state, and the instance that represents the future state.

Some widgets can be decomposed in 'subwidgets' that are closely related. For instance, when selecting a radio button in a radio group, all other radio buttons in that group will be deselected. Thus, for these type of widgets WidgetBehavior needs to be able to manipulate its own WidgetState directly for feedforward purposes as well (Figure 11).

5 THE COCKPIT WEATHER RADAR CASE

To demonstrate the usefulness of widget-level feedforward in more complicated applications, we used our toolkits to replicate a standardized interface to control the weather radar in commercial aircraft.

5.1 Context and Use

Cockpits of commercial aircraft are equipped with a wide variety of interfaces to support pilots during their flight. One of these interfaces is the weather radar, which is used to increase awareness of meteorological phenomena, for example to avoid storms or heavy precipitations. Figure 12a presents the interface to control it, as well as the output it produces (colored forms that show the position, thickness and size of the clouds ahead of the aircraft). The control interface complies with the ARINC 661 standard [2] that specifies, among others, widget properties and communication protocols for cockpit applications. The dialog [8, 22] of such applications is complex, as it merges the pilots’ needs (to perform their mission) and the behavior of aircraft systems (that is controlled by these applications).
The control interface (right-hand side of Figure 12a) provides two functions to the crew. The first one is the mode selection of the weather radar: the five radio buttons at the top of the pane show the current status of the radar and can be used to switch from one mode to another. The second function, in the lower part of the pane, is dedicated to the orientation (or 'tilt angle') of the physical radar. The tilt angle needs to be adjusted when the aircraft is changing altitude, as the pilot might want to check the weather condition at the targeted altitude. Weather radars, however, have physical constraints that (usually) do not allow them to vary more than 15 degrees from the aligned position. For this reason, the application 'clamps' the tilt angle between +15 and −15 degrees. If the crew sets an angle larger than +15 or smaller than −15 degrees, the upper or lower bound will be selected instead. To set a tilt angle, the tilt selection must be in manual mode and stabilization, which aims at keeping the radar beam stable even in case of turbulence, must be off.

The buttons in the lower part of the window influence each other, which is modelled in the dialog model in Figure 12b. The initial state corresponds to the user interface in Figure 12a. In that state (AutoStabOn), the only available action is to click on the ‘Manual’ button, which disables the autonomous behavior of the weather radar and sets it to manual mode (ManStabOn). Next, clicking on the ‘OFF’ button disables stabilization (ManStabOff), making it possible to enter a value for the tilt angle. The corresponding textbox employs the principle of ‘caging’, which means that all other widgets are disabled while editing its value. The new tilt angle is confirmed by pressing ENTER, or discarded after a timeout.

5.2 Adding Feedforward to the Weather Radar

To illustrate the use of widget-level feedforward, we replicated the weather radar interface using Fortunettes. Consider the three steps in Figure 13. We start in the ‘ModeSelection’ state, with the ‘OFF’ mode selected. (Step 1) When hovering the ‘WXA’ radio button, the feedforward layers reveal that ‘WXA’ mode will become selected and ‘OFF’ will become deselected, based on the default behavior of a radio button group. In addition, the lack of other feedforward layers indicates that no other widgets are affected by the mode change, in accordance to the application model. Steps 2 and 3 demonstrate behavioral dependencies in the dialog of this application and how Fortunettes can support users in identifying them. (Step 2) While hovering the ‘MANUAL’ button, the feedforward layers show that the stabilization ‘OFF’ button will become available and that tilt selection can be reverted to automatic, as the ‘AUTO’ button will become available. (Step 3) After clicking on the ‘MANUAL’ button, the ‘OFF’ button becomes available. Hovering ‘OFF’ shows that the textbox for the tilt angle will become available.
Fig. 13. A replicated version of the cockpit weather radar using Fortunettes. (Step 1) Hovering the ‘WXA’ radio button shows that changing mode does not impact widgets outside of the radio button group. (Step 2) Hovering the ‘MANUAL’ button reveals that the stabilization ‘OFF’ button will become available. (Step 3) Hovering ‘OFF’ reveals that the tilt value will become editable.

Fig. 14. Dialog model describing the behavior of the cockpit weather radar interface extended with feedforward. The green dashed states and transitions are toolkit-driven and do not require any developer effort. The orange dashed state and transition represent custom feedforward, which is implemented manually by the developer.

Following the pattern presented in Section 3, the addition of feedforward results in the dialog model in Figure 14. The left-hand side represents the extended behavior of the lower part of the pane, while the right-hand side represents the extended behavior of the mode selection at the top of the pane. We only have to specify one custom feedforward handler (shown in orange in Figure 14 and Figure 15) for manipulating tilt, because reusing the existing event handler would actually manipulate the physical part of the weather radar. As a result of adding feedforward, pilots get a preview of the new tilt angle, which might be clamped between +15 and −15, before confirming the tilt angle.
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class WXRController extends Controller {
  initState(newWindowState) { ... }

  modeOffSelected(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  modeStdbySelected(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  modeTstSelected(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  modeWxonSelected(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  modeWxaSelected(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  tiltManualClicked(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  tiltAutoClicked(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  stabilizationOnClicked(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  stabilizationOffClicked(event, newWindowState) { ... }

  // Caging behavior
  tiltAngleFocussed(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  tiltAngleEscaped(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  tiltAngleTimeout(event, newWindowState) { ... }
  tiltValueChanged(event, newWindowState) {
    int tiltAngle = min(15, max(-15, newWindowState.getWidgetState("tilt").value));
    newWindowState.getWidgetState("tilt").value = tiltAngle;
    this.physicalRadar.setTiltAngle(tiltAngle); // Start physical motion
  }

  previewTiltValueChanged(event, newWindowState) {
    int tiltAngle = min(15, max(-15, newWindowState.getWidgetState("tilt").value));
    newWindowState.getWidgetState("tilt").value = tiltAngle;
  }
}

As the example shows, the feedforward information increases awareness, which in turn can contribute to the overall safety [19]. Implementing this feedforward requires little effort from the developer: only a single custom feedforward handler needs to be implemented, whereas all other feedforward is toolkit-driven by reusing existing event handlers.

6 EVALUATION

We performed a comparative study to evaluate the impact of Fortunettes on the user experience. The study contained a wide range of demo applications to explore the limits of our approach and to find out what kind of applications benefit the most from feedforward.

6.1 Participants

We recruited 104 participants via social media and mailing lists. 10 did not participate in all steps of the experiment and were therefore discarded. Participants were randomly assigned to two groups for our mixed-design experiment. The first group had 16 female and 33 male participants (5 aged 18-20; 29 aged 21-29; 8 aged 30-39; 3 aged 40-49; 4 aged 50-59), with varying backgrounds (e.g. students, researchers, education, health, administration and government). The second group had 15 female and 30 male participants (1 aged 18-20; 30 aged 21-29; 9 aged 30-39; 1 aged 40-49; 4 aged 50-59), with varying backgrounds as well (e.g. students, researchers, engineering, business, art, logistics). All participants had experience with using computers to browse the web, handle e-mails and/or create documents.
6.2 Procedure

We opted for an online survey for higher response rates and convenience. To alleviate the effects of participating in an uncontrolled environment [15], we recruited a large number of participants and performed standard outlier removal\(^1\). Moreover, we limited the number of tasks to keep the experiment short (17 minutes on average) and ensure a low drop-out rate [16].

The procedure of the survey is outlined in Figure 16. Participants were first briefed about the study’s purpose and our data policy, based on the GDPR legislation\(^2\). After giving their informed consent, participants completed a short demographic survey (DEM) and a three-minute tutorial (TUT) on how to interpret widget-level feedforward. Both groups of participants then performed a short task (TSK in Table 1) in each of the five different interfaces shown in Figure 17. The tasks had varying levels of difficulty in terms of minimum number of clicks required and familiarity with the domain. For quantitative between-subject comparison, the first group of participants received widget-level feedforward during these tasks, whereas the second group used ordinary widgets without feedforward. After completing the tasks, both groups switched conditions and performed new tasks (TSK’ in Table 1) that required (partial) re-exploration of the interface. Due to possible learning effects, this second set of tasks is not used for any quantitative comparisons, but is only intended to allow for qualitative remarks in a closing survey that compares the two sets of widgets (COM).

![Diagram of survey procedure]

**Fig. 16.** The online survey started with a demographic survey (DEM) and tutorial (TUT). Each group performed five short tasks in one condition (TSK), followed by five tasks in the opposite condition (TSK’). The study ended with a comparative survey (COM).

6.3 Measurements and Analysis

Participants were explicitly instructed to click as few times as possible to achieve each task. We expect that the number of clicks will decrease when users have a better understanding of the impact of their interactions. Without knowledge of the domain or feedforward, participants need trial-and-error, and will thus click more often to find the solution. Therefore, the number of clicks becomes an indicator of user understanding. Besides logging the actual number of clicks and hovers, we also logged the time to completion of the task. After each task, participants filled in a short survey about their perceived performance, the perceived difficulty, understanding of the application, confidence, and their strategy to find the solution to the task.

In our statistical analysis, we only consider results of the (TSK) phase (i.e. only the first time a participant encounters an application) to eliminate training effects. Since half of the participants received feedforward, and the other half did not, we looked for between-subject differences. We used for Chi-square and Mann-Whitney U tests to determine the significance of those differences, since Shapiro tests found our data does not follow a normal distribution. We removed outliers from each condition when their number of clicks or completion time differed more than two times the standard

\(^1\)yatani.jp/teaching/doku.php?id=hcistats:outlierdetection
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deviation from the mean of the other participants in the same condition. On average, 4.5 participants (< 10%) were removed from each condition (group × task).

![Fig. 17. Screenshots of the five use cases in which each participant performed a task with and without the feedforward.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSK</th>
<th>TSK’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>Create pizza with exactly 3 toppings and price = 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cockpit</td>
<td>Create pizza with exactly 3 toppings and price = 14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferences</td>
<td>Select keywords so CHI and EICS are the suggested conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteering</td>
<td>Select keywords so UIST and DIS are the suggested conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>Set bidding priority for Videographer at 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set bidding priority for Registration at 2 and 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Configure car with self-driving capabilities and basic suspension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Configure car with smart air suspension and autopilot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. For each of the tasks in our experiment, participants were asked to click as few times as possible.

6.4 Results and Discussion

Table 2 and Figure 18 provide an overview of the between-subject comparison. Participants with the feedforward layer clicked significantly less often to achieve their tasks compared to participants without \((U = 13368, Z = -7.37, p < 0.001, r = 1.90)\). Completion times, on the other hand, tend to increase in the condition with the feedforward layer. Only for the ‘Cars’ interface, the increase is significant \((U = 1220.5, Z = 3.58, p < 0.001, r = 0.92)\). An increase is to be expected, since participants were asked to perform tasks with the least amount of clicks possible (i.e. low error rate) instead of in the shortest time (i.e. high speed of performance). 6 participants confirmed that they required more time to process the additional feedforward information, while P21 \((WO→W)\) “wanted to discover all the possibilities […] when the second layer was present”. Regardless of their measured performance, 71.3% of all participants perceived that the feedforward layer helped them to achieve tasks more quickly.

The measured performance aligns well with the self-reported strategies: significantly more participants used a “trial-and-error” strategy \(\chi^2(1, N = 446) = 66.30, p < 0.001, \phi = 0.38\) when the feedforward layer was not available (70.7%) compared to when it was available (32.6%). P10 \((WO→W)\), P18 \((W→WO)\) and P26 \((WO→W)\) complained that the impact of their choices was unclear, while P2 \((W→WO)\) stated: “I used mostly trial-and-error if I didn’t know what the buttons were about to do”. When feedforward was available, however, participants relied significantly less on their own interpretation of the application domain \((U = 18807, Z = -4.15, p < 0.001, r = 1.01)\) and more on the feedforward itself. It helped them in finding the solution \((P31, W→WO)\) and made them more confident \((P79,W→WO; P75,W→WO)\).
### Table 2. Between-subject comparison of performance between conditions with (W) and without (WO) feedforward layer in terms of the number of clicks and completion time. Only tasks in the TASK phase are considered, to eliminate possible training effects. The ‘Optimum’ represents the minimum number of clicks required to solve the task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Optimum Without</th>
<th>With</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Average Number of Clicks</th>
<th>Average Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>&lt; 0.005</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64.0 &gt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cockpit</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35.7 &gt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferences</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39.9 &gt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30.3 &gt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33.9 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global (avg)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41.0 &gt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although we did not measure any significant difference in perceived difficulty (Figure 18), these findings suggest that widget-level feedforward is highly suitable for applications that are unfamiliar to the user or when high confidence is desirable. In the closing survey (COM), 79.8% of the participants confirmed that widget-level feedforward would be useful for unfamiliar software. In contrast, only 17.0% believe widget-level feedforward would be useful for software they already know well. When asked in what kind of applications they would (not) want to have the feedforward layer, multiple participants stated that they would like to have feedforward in forms with constraints on their input, such as online tax declarations or configuration interfaces for cell phone subscriptions.

![Fig. 18. After completing each task, participants responded to Likert-scale questions about the perceived ease of use, performance, understanding of the application and confidence.](image)

### 7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The current implementation and proof-of-concept visualization of Fortunettes have a few constraints that present interesting opportunities for future work.

**Feedforward about a single action.** In our concept, feedforward information only reveals the outcome of the next action that the user is considering, whereas multiple actions can be required to achieve a task. More advanced mechanisms that guide users through these actions, such as widget-level feedforward about consecutive actions or automatically generating step-by-step instructions, are compelling directions of future work.

**A limited number of properties is visualized.** Our proof-of-concept visualization is currently limited to visualizing the immediate future in terms of availability and value of a widget. The visualization could support other...
widget properties that might be useful to the user as well, such as position, visibility, or the appearance of a new window/tab/dialog.

**Widgets must be visible.** Feedforward information about the future state of a widget cannot be perceived by the user when the widget itself is invisible (e.g. due to the current scroll position, or because it is positioned inside a different tab or window). In some cases, a more elaborate visualization in the visible parent container widget could include aggregated feedforward information (e.g. the tab bar can show some feedforward information about what is inside the other tab pages). In other cases, new approaches to explore feedforward information are needed.

## 8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce the concept of GUI widgets capable of providing feedforward about their own future state, based on an event that might happen in the interface. To enable designers and developers of interactive systems to integrate feedforward, we describe a proof-of-concept visualization and two complimentary approaches to provide toolkit support. The first approach is to allow the GUI toolkit to generate feedforward automatically, by reusing existing event handlers. While this approach saves developers from implementing all feedforward manually, it is inadequate when feedforward is irrelevant, when custom feedforward is needed, or when the event handlers are irreversible and cause side effects. The second approach allows refinement of the behavior by specifying custom feedforward handlers that emulate the behavior of existing event handlers. We implemented two feedforward toolkits that apply these approaches: one toolkit extends Java Swing, whereas the other adds feedforward capabilities in HTML + JavaScript. To demonstrate the applicability of these toolkits in more complicated applications, we successfully replicated an interface that controls the weather radar in commercial aircraft.

A comparative evaluation with 94 participants shows that Fortunettes lead to less clicks to achieve specified tasks. As predicted by the trade-off between error rate and speed of performance, the completion times were negatively affected, in contrast to the increased perceived performance. After 3 minutes of training, 80.8% of the participants relied on feedforward when confronted with unfamiliar applications. Feedforward makes GUIs more predictable and improves the confidence users have in their actions, especially when confronted with new interfaces. 79.8% of the participants confirmed that Fortunettes would be useful for unfamiliar software.

Our results highlight the contrast between feedback and feedforward: while feedback provides the necessary confirmation about the execution of an action, feedforward is particularly useful to increase confidence before executing the action. Feedforward is thus particularly important when the cost of mistakes is high (e.g. in terms of money, safety, or health). Our findings suggest that widget-level feedforward is highly suitable in applications the user is unfamiliar with, or when high confidence is desirable.
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